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HIGHLIGHT HIGHLIGHT

BIOLOGY & LIFE SCIENCES

PRINCIPLES AND ADVANCES IN HUMAN GENETICS
A Primer on Genetic Disorders
Cheryl Natividad
2020 262pp
9781774077603 Hardback £148.00 / €164.00

Many of the fundamental concepts in genetics are applicable across various organisms-microorganisms, 
plants, animals, and humans. This book presents a concise discussion of these universal genetic principles. 
In addition, this book also puts a spotlight on an aspect of genetics that is distinctly human, that of genetic 
disorders. Many of these are rare, have no cure, and have no specified cause. This book discusses representative 
genetic disorders as well as some of the DNA-based technologies that enable a better understanding of 
these disorders.

PREHISTORIC LIFE            
An Examination of the History of Life and Evolution, Third Edition
Joseph Petsche
Jan 2021 306pp
9781793513007 Paperback £115.00 / €128.00

A concise, accessible textbook focusing on the history of life and evolution within geological and climatic 
contexts. The book begins with an introduction to the notion of science, the scientific method, and the limits 
of science. In the first half of the text, students learn about rocks, fossils, the geologic timescale, the structure 
of earth, abiogenesis, evolution, and classification. The second half of the book is devoted to exploring the 
past 3.8 billion years of life, from the earliest single-celled organisms in the Precambrian Eon through the 
rich evolutionary histories of the Paleozoic, Mesozoic, and Cenozoic Eras, to today's modern organisms, 
including ourselves.

Delve PublishingCognella Academic Publishing

 

BIOLOGY & LIFE SCIENCES

EBOOK AVAILABLE
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Academica Press

OUR UNFINISHED BIOLOGICAL REVOLUTION
Seymour W. Itzkoff
Mar 2021 480pp
9781680539226 Hardback £139.00 / €154.00

Seymour W. Itzkoff is one of the world's leading intelligence researchers. 
His exciting new book Our Unfinished Biological Revolution offers a bold 
and highly original new study on the evolution of human intelligence 
from the origin of life to our times.

CBS Publishers & Distributors Pvt Ltd, India

BIOCHEMISTRY AND CLINICAL PATHOLOGY
Theory and Practical
K.K. Pillai
Mar 2021 172pp
9788123902890 Paperback £9.95 / €12.00

A quick reference book for degree students.

CONCEPTUAL REVIEW 
OF BIOCHEMISTRY
Third Edition
Smily Pruthi Pahwa
Mar 2021 480pp
9788194523413 Paperback  
£22.95 / €26.00

Divided into multiple chapters to 
facilitate reference, the book includes 
box items and activities to help with 
self-study.

REVIEW OF BIOCHEMISTRY
Fifth Edition
Poonam Agrawal
Mar 2021 422pp
9789387964365 Paperback £18.95 / €22.00

An updated new edition of a best-selling review of biochemistry. 

Cognella Academic Publishing

WHO AM I?
Identity in the Age of Consumer DNA Testing
Anita Kathy Foeman & Bessie Lee Lawton
Feb 2021 222pp
9781516592913 Paperback £32.50 / €36.00

Presents readers with the most comprehensive and cutting-edge 
research on DNA and identity construction. The book explores the 
numerous misconceptions that exist with regard to race, culture, and 
ethnicity, and how DNA kits have changed the ways in which race and 
ethnicity are understood and acted upon in our everyday lives.

Delve Publishing

EBOOK AVAILABLE  
BACTERIAL CELL BIOLOGY
Edited by Olivia Bouisset
Apr 2021 300pp
9781773611907 Hardback  
£148.00 / €164.00

Includes contributions discussing 
dimensional organisation of the 
bacterial cell, various subcellular 
structures found in bacteria. 
Providing an integrated collection 
of contributions from leading 
researchers and scientists, this book 
will be of invaluable reference for 
researchers, teachers, students, and 
scientists in bacterial cell biology. 

EBOOK AVAILABLE  
CARBOHYDRATES IN THE 
BODY AND FUNCTIONS
Edited by Shiv Sanjeevi Sripathi
2020 277pp
9781774076941 Hardback  
£148.00 / €164.00

Provides a concise introduction 
to all aspects of carbohydrates. 
Researchers suggest that more 
than the quantity or the percentage 
of carbohydrates consumed, the 
quality is important. Amongst the 
various carbohydrate sources, the 
consumption of whole grains is 
recommended along with legumes 
that contain other nutrients 
like proteins.

EBOOK AVAILABLE  
GENERAL BIOLOGY
Edited by Ashok Kumar Bishoyi
2020 277pp
9781774076187 Hardback  
£148.00 / €164.00

Focuses on the illustration of 
individual topics and their impact 
on different living species. The 
authors highlight that it is essential 
to understand biological science as a 
whole for a thorough understanding 
of human biology.
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BIOLOGY & LIFE SCIENCES

EBOOK AVAILABLE  
GENE SILENCING
Approaches, Applications 
and Updates
Edited by Shiv Sanjeevi Sripathi
2020 277pp
9781774076965 Hardback  
£148.00 / €164.00

Researchers are using the property of 
RNA interference to silence several 
genes that have opened up the use of 
siRNAs in the analysis of the various 
genes that are involved or implicated 
in diseases. This book is a concise 
presentation of RNA silencing: the 
mechanisms involved have been 
discussed along with figures.

EBOOK AVAILABLE  
OVERVIEW OF 
BLOTTING TECHNIQUES
Edited by Shiv Sanjeevi Sripathi & 
Prerna Pandey
2020 277pp
9781774076958 Hardback  
£148.00 / €164.00

Discusses the protocols and 
applications of blotting - southern, 
western, northern and eastern 
blotting. Case studies are presented 
to help the reader gain insights into 
the practicality and applicability of 
blotting in today's world.

EBOOK AVAILABLE  
PROTEIN PURIFICATION
Edited by Bhupendra Pushkar
2020 277pp
9781774077023 Hardback  
£148.00 / €164.00

Describes the concepts underlying 
the process of protein purification. 
The strategies and equipment 
needed in protein purification is 
described. Advanced techniques like 
Polyacrylamide Gel Electrophoresis 
and Mass spectroscopy are 
also explained.

EBOOK AVAILABLE  
PROTEIN SYNTHESIS
Methods and Protocols
Edited by Bhupendra Pushkar
2020 277pp
9781774077030 Hardback  
£148.00 / €164.00

Takes readers through the various 
ways in which proteins are 
synthesized and then further used 
for other applications. The book 
throws light on chemical reactions 
taking place in the process, and lays 
down different kinds of methods and 
the procedures that are followed in 
protein synthesis.

IK International Pvt. Ltd

TEXTBOOK OF 
BIOCHEMISTRY 
Abhilasha Shourie,  
Shilpa S. Chapadgaonkar &  
Anamika Singh 
2020 472pp
9789386768551 Paperback  
£56.50 / €62.00

Offers comprehensive coverage of 
biochemical systems, structures, 
and metabolic reactions within the 
organism while emphasizing the 
nutritional aspects of biochemicals. 
The chapters are designed such that 
it covers all the concepts from the 
basic to the complex.

PHI Learning

LABORATORY  
HANDBOOK ON  
BIOCHEMISTRY 
Second Edition
S. Shanmugam, T. Sathish Kumar &  
K. Panneer Selvam
Feb 2021 175pp
9789387472754 Paperback  
£16.50 / €18.00

This systematically designed 
laboratory handbook explains 
a number of techniques which 
help students carry out various 
experiments in the field of 

biochemistry. The experimental protocols described in this book have 
been standardized and performed in the authors' own laboratory.

http://eurospanbookstore.com
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CHEMISTRY

CHEMISTRY

Cognella Academic Publishing

ORGANIC CHEMISTRY
Second Edition
A. David Baker, Robert Engel & JaimeLee Iolani Rizzo

Volume I
2020 670pp
9781793523082 Paperback £113.00 / €126.00 

Volume II
2020 694pp
9781793523099 Paperback £113.00 / €126.00

The second edition of Organic Chemistry has been divided into two volumes. The first volume opens with 
chapters that cover bonding in organic compounds and an introduction to organic compounds, including 
functional groups, nomenclature, and representations of structure.

The second volume builds upon information presented in the first volume. Students learn about the reactions 
of benzene and its derivatives, aldehydes and ketones, amines and related compounds, and carboxylic acids. 
Additional chapters examine enamines, enolates, and carbohydrates.

United Nations Publications

GLOBALLY HARMONIZED SYSTEM OF CLASSIFICATION AND LABELLING OF 
CHEMICALS (GHS)
Ninth Edition
United Nations
Jul 2021 570pp
English 
9789211172522 Paperback £136.00 / €153.00
French
9789211172539 Paperback £136.00 / €153.00

Addresses classification of chemicals by types of hazard and proposes harmonized hazard communication 
elements, including labels and safety data sheets. The GHS ensures that information on physical hazards and 
toxicity from chemicals be available in order to enhance the protection of human health and the environment 
during the handling, transport and use of these chemicals. It also provides a basis for harmonization of rules 
and regulations on chemicals at national, regional and worldwide level.

CLICK HERE FOR MORE INFORMATION CLICK HERE FOR MORE INFORMATION

https://www.eurospanbookstore.com/globally-harmonized-system-of-classification-and-labelling-of-chemicals-ghs-322277.html
https://www.eurospanbookstore.com/organic-chemistry-vol-i.html
https://www.eurospanbookstore.com/organic-chemistry-vol-i.html
https://www.eurospanbookstore.com/globally-harmonized-system-of-classification-and-labelling-of-chemicals-ghs-322277.html
https://www.eurospanbookstore.com/globally-harmonized-system-of-classification-and-labelling-of-chemicals-ghs-322277.html
https://www.eurospanbookstore.com/organic-chemistry-vol-i.html
https://www.eurospanbookstore.com/globally-harmonized-system-of-classification-and-labelling-of-chemicals-ghs-322277.html
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CHEMISTRY

Arcler Press

EBOOK AVAILABLE  
ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY 
OF FOODS
Edited by Sujata Nagnath Mustapure
2020 230pp
9781774076255 Hardback  
£152.00 / €169.00

Provides an introduction to the 
fundamentals of food chemistry, 
food constituents and food analysis. 
The book then focuses on the 
description of key food constituents 
such as water, proteins, enzymes, 
carbohydrates and lipids.

EBOOK AVAILABLE  
BASIC STEREOCHEMISTRY 
OF ORGANIC MOLECULES
Rose Marie O. Mendoza
2020 244pp
9781774077924 Hardback  
£152.00 / €169.00

Explores the various kinds of 
molecules in organic chemistry and 
the reactions that take place in them, 
mainly highlighting the manner in 
which they occur and the structure in 
which they can be found to exist.

EBOOK AVAILABLE  
ELEMENTS OF  
ASTROCHEMISTRY
Chemical History of Matter in 
the Universe
Edited by Maria Emilova Velinova
2020 626pp
9781774077719 Hardback  
£152.00 / €169.00

Reviews recent studies on the 
origin and evolution of atomic 
matter in the universe, considering 
early universe, interstellar regions, 
and the solar system. The book 
focuses on the study of the universe 
by spectroscopic observations, 
examines the chemical history of 
the early universe, and reviews 
interstellar chemistry.

EBOOK AVAILABLE  
GREEN CHEMISTRY
Rainer Roldan Fiscal
2020 236pp
9781774076378 Hardback  
£152.00 / €169.00

Covers the fundamentals of 
green chemistry for sustainable 
development. The eight chapters 
encompass different aspects of 
green chemistry. Different methods 
of green synthesis in everyday 
applications are discussed, as is 
the intersection of environmental 
and chemical knowledge for 
achieving sustainability.

EBOOK AVAILABLE  
ORGANIC SYNTHESIS AND 
ORGANIC REAGENTS
Ramesh Chandra, Snigdha Singh & 
Aarushi Singh
2020 281pp
9781774076118 Hardback  
£152.00 / €169.00

Focuses on the synthesis of various 
chemicals and the use of reagents 
in chemical processes. The book 
informs the readers about all 
the related aspects and explains 
the various steps involved and 
the reason behind the use of the 
specific reagent.

EBOOK AVAILABLE  
RECENT ADVANCES IN 
GEL CHEMISTRY
Properties and Applications
Edited by Maria Emilova Velinova
2020 486pp
9781774077726 Hardback  
£152.00 / €169.00

In the last few years, an extended 
range of applications from medicine 
to material science has arisen 
a renewed interest in gels. This 
book reviews the recent advances 
in gel chemistry. In particular, it 
treats supramolecular gels, metal-
organic gels, hydrogels, dynamic 
covalent gels, polymer gels, and 
inorganic gels.

http://eurospanbookstore.com
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EBOOK AVAILABLE  
THE STATE OF ART OF NUCLEAR CHEMISTRY
Theoretical and Practical Aspects
Edited by Maria Emilova Velinova
2020 407pp
9781774077702 Hardback £152.00 / €169.00

Discusses theoretical and practical aspects of nuclear chemistry, focusing 
on nuclear structure and properties of heaviest elements, on radiative 
decays and their products, on nuclear forces and reactions of fission, on 
radiation detectors and radiochemical techniques.

EBOOK AVAILABLE  
THERMOCHEMISTRY
Rose Marie O. Mendoza
2020 244pp
9781774077610 Hardback £152.00 / €169.00

Takes the readers through the various aspects related to the areas in 
which thermodynamics finds its application in the field of chemistry. 
The book deals with the heat related aspects of the various chemical 
processes and finds the ways in which these processes can be applied for 
good and constructive use in the industry.

CBS Publishers & Distributors Pvt Ltd, India

FUNDAMENTAL CONCEPTS 
OF INORGANIC CHEMISTRY, 
VOLUME 5
Asim K. Das & Mahua Das
Mar 2021 518pp
9788123923529 Paperback  
£18.50 / €21.00

Covers metal complexes: 
reaction mechanism (ligand 
substitution, isomerisation, 
racemisation, electron transfer and 
photochemical reactions.

Cognella Academic Publishing

GUIDED INQUIRY FOR 
GENERAL CHEMISTRY
J. Hugh Broome & Mary A. Mackey
Jan 2021 282pp
9781516536764 Paperback  
£72.50 / €80.00

Provides students with an interactive 
introduction to key concepts in 
chemistry. Short chapters guide 
students to understanding through 
simple questions, followed by more 
advanced practice exercises designed 
to be completed in a group setting 
with instructor assistance.

IK International Pvt. Ltd

INTRODUCTION  
TO MAGNETIC   
RESONANCE  
SPECTROSCOPY
ESR, NMR, NQR, Third Edition
D. N. Sathyanarayana
Mar 2021 516pp
9789386768926 Paperback  
£92.95 / €103.00

Brings together the three branches 
of magnetic resonance spectroscopy 
- electron spin resonance (ESR), 
nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) 
and nuclear quadrupole resonance 
(NQR) - and presents a coherent and 

progressive coverage of the subject in a simple and lucid style.

ORGANIC CHEMISTRY
Volume-I                    
Sonia Ratnani & Shriniwas Gurjar
Mar 2021 652pp
9789386768582 Paperback  
£64.95 / €72.00

Covers the fundamentals of 
organic chemistry, such as what 
is organic chemistry, structure 
and bonding, organic reaction 
mechanism, stereochemistry, 
aliphatic hydrocarbons and concept 
of aromaticity. The core content 
is presented with the skeleton 
of proposed mechanisms and 
solved problems.

International Atomic Energy Agency

GEOCHEMICAL AND 
MINERALOGICAL 
CHARACTERIZATION OF 
URANIUM AND 
THORIUM DEPOSITS
Final Report of a Coordinated 
Research Project
IAEA
Jan 2021 194pp
9789201189202 Paperback  
£16.95 / €18.00

IAEA TECDOC, No. 1929
New geochemical and mineralogical 
data from research conducted under 
an IAEA coordinated research project 

has resulted in a better understanding of the genesis of uranium and 
thorium mineralization. This publication presents a summary of the 
research and selected papers from the project's partners.
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MATHEMATICS

SIAM - Society for Industrial and Applied Mathematics

CURVATURE OF SPACE AND TIME, WITH AN 
INTRODUCTION TO GEOMETRIC ANALYSIS
Iva Stavrov
Jan 2021 243pp
9781470456283 Paperback £53.95 / €60.00

Student Mathematical Library, Vol. 93
Introduces advanced undergraduates to Riemannian geometry 
and mathematical general relativity. This overall strategy of the 
book is to explain the concept of curvature via the Jacobi equation 
which, through discussion of tidal forces, further helps motivate the 
Einstein field equations. After addressing concepts in geometry such 
as metrics, covariant differentiation, tensor calculus and curvature, 
the book explains the mathematical framework for both special and 
general relativity.

This book is published in cooperation with IAS/Park City 
Mathematics Institute.

METABOLIC NETWORKS, ELEMENTARY FLUX MODES, 
AND POLYHEDRAL CONES
Isaac Klapper, Daniel B. Szyld & Kai Zhao
Jun 2021 125pp
9781611976526 Paperback £56.50 / €62.00

Expositions of quantitative methods and algorithms for biological 
data tend to be scattered through the technical literature, often 
across different fields, and are thus awkward to assimilate. This book 
documents one example of this: the relationship between the cell 
biology idea of metabolic networks and the mathematical idea of 
polyhedral cones. Such cones can be used to describe the set of steady-
state admissible fluxes through metabolic networks, and consequently 
have become important constructs in the field of microbiology.

MATHEMATICS 

American Mathematical Society

BIOLOGY IN TIME AND SPACE
A Partial Differential Equation Modeling Approach      
James P. Keener
Jul 2021 314pp
9781470454289 Paperback £89.95 / €101.00

Pure and Applied Undergraduate Texts, Vol. 50
How do biological objects communicate, make structures, make 
measurements and decisions, search for food, i.e., do all the things 
necessary for survival? Designed for an advanced undergraduate 
audience, this book uses mathematics to begin to tell that story. It 
builds on a background in multivariable calculus, ordinary differential 
equations, and basic stochastic processes and uses partial differential 
equations as the framework within which to explore these questions.

HIGHLIGHT HIGHLIGHT HIGHLIGHT
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American Mathematical Society

AMPLITUDES, HODGE 
THEORY AND  
RAMIFICATION
From Periods and Motives to 
Feynman Amplitudes
Edited by K. Ebrahimi-Fard,  
J.I. Burgos Gil & D. Manchon
Jan 2021 240pp
9781470443290 Paperback  
£109.00 / €122.00

Clay Mathematics Proceedings, 
Vol. 21
Topics covered include Feynman 
integrals and ramification theory; 
Feynman integrals and their relation 

with Hodge structures and heights; two constructions of Feynman 
integrals on configuration spaces; and an introduction to the theory of 
l-adic sheaves with emphasis on their ramification theory is given.

A co-publication of the AMS and Clay Mathematics Institute

ANALYSIS AND 
LINEAR ALGEBRA
The Singular Value 
Decomposition 
and Applications
James Bisgard
Jun 2021 217pp
9781470463328 Paperback  
£53.95 / £60.00

Student Mathematical Library, 
Vol. 94
Provides an elementary analytically 
inclined journey to a fundamental 
result of linear algebra: the Singular 
Value Decomposition (SVD). SVD is a 

workhorse in many applications of linear algebra to data science. 

BICYCLE OR UNICYCLE?
A Collection of Intriguing 
Mathematical Puzzles
Daniel J. Velleman & Stan Wagon
2020 286pp
9781470447595 Paperback  
£49.95 / €56.00

Problem Books, Vol. 36
Presents a collection of 105 
mathematical puzzles whose 
defining characteristic is the surprise 
encountered in their solutions. 
Solvers will be surprised, even 
occasionally shocked, at those 
solutions. The problems unfold into 

levels of depth and generality very unusual in the types of problems seen 
in contests.

MAA Press

CALCULUS FROM 
APPROXIMATION  
TO THEORY
Dan Sloughter
Jan 2021 571pp
9781470455880 Paperback  
£89.95 / €101.00

AMS/MAA Textbooks, Vol. 64
Takes a fresh and innovative look at 
the teaching and learning of calculus. 
This text places its emphasis on the 
approximating processes and thus 
illuminates the motivating ideas 
and makes clearer the scientific 
usefulness, indeed centrality, of the 

subject while paying careful attention to the theoretical foundations.

MAA Press

THE CLASSIFICATION OF 
THE FINITE SIMPLE 
GROUPS, NUMBER 9
Part V, Chapters 1-8:  
Theorem C5 and Theorem C6, 
Stage 1
Inna Capdeboscq et al
Apr 2021 520pp
9781470464370 Paperback  
£88.50 / €99.00

Mathematical Surveys and 
Monographs, Vol. 40.9
The principal result of this volume 
is a classification of the groups of 
bicharacteristic type, i.e., of both 

even type and of p-type for a suitable odd prime p. It is here that the 
largest sporadic groups emerge, namely the Monster, the Baby Monster, 
the largest Conway group, and the three Fischer groups, along with six 
finite groups of Lie type over small fields, several of which play a major 
role as subgroups or sections of these sporadic groups.

COMBINATORICS:  
THE ART OF   
COUNTING
Bruce E. Sagan
Jan 2021 304pp
9781470460327 Paperback  
£81.50 / €91.00

Graduate Studies in Mathematics, 
Vol. 210
Offers a gentle introduction to the 
enumerative part of combinatorics. 
In addition to covering all the 
standard techniques for counting 
combinatorial objects, the text 
contains material from the research 

literature such as the use of quotient posets to study the Möbius 
function and characteristic polynomial of a partially ordered set.
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MATHEMATICS

COMMON SENSE  
MATHEMATICS 
Second Edition
Ethan D. Bolker & Maura B. Mast
Mar 2021 262pp
9781470461348 Paperback  
£68.50 / €77.00

AMS/MAA Textbooks, Vol. 63
Using this text, students work 
regularly with real data in 
moderately complex everyday 
contexts, using mathematics as a 
tool and common sense as a guide. 
The focus is on problems suggested 
by the news of the day and topics 

that matter to students, like inflation, credit card debt, and loans.

MAA Press

DAVENPORT-ZANNIER 
POLYNOMIALS AND 
DESSINS D'ENFANTS
Nikolai M. Adrianov, Fedor Pakovich & 
Alexander K. Zvonkin
2020 187pp
9781470456344 Paperback  
£127.00 / €142.00

Mathematical Surveys and 
Monographs, Vol. 249
The polynomials studied in this book 
take their origin in number theory. 
The authors show how, by drawing 
simple pictures, one can prove some 
long-standing conjectures and 

formulate new ones. The theory presented here touches upon many 
different fields of mathematics.

AN EXCURSION THROUGH 
DISCRETE DIFFERENTIAL  
GEOMETRY
Edited by Keenan Crane
Jan 2021 76pp
9781470446628 Paperback  
£107.00 / €120.00

Proceedings of Symposia in Applied 
Mathematics, Vol. 76
Illustrates the principles of Discrete 
Differential Geometry via several 
recent topics: discrete nets, 
discrete differential operators, 
discrete mappings, discrete 
conformal geometry, and discrete 
optimal transport.

A FIRST COURSE IN 
ENUMERATIVE   
COMBINATORICS
Carl G. Wagner
Jan 2021 272pp
9781470459956 Paperback  
£77.95 / €87.00

Pure and Applied Undergraduate 
Texts, Vol. 49
Provides an introduction to the 
fundamentals of enumeration 
for advanced undergraduates 
and beginning graduate students 
in the mathematical sciences. 
The book offers a careful and 

comprehensive account of the standard tools of enumeration and their 
application to counting problems for the fundamental structures of 
discrete mathematics.

FITTING SMOOTH 
FUNCTIONS TO DATA
Charles Fefferman & Arie Israel
Jan 2021 160pp
9781470461300 Paperback  
£53.95 / €60.00

CBMS Regional Conference Series in 
Mathematics, Vol. 135
An introductory text that charts the 
recent developments in the area of 
Whitney-type extension problems 
and the mathematical aspects of 
interpolation of data. The book 
provides a detailed tour of a new and 
active area of mathematical research. 

In each section, the authors focus on a different key insight in the theory.

A co-publication of the AMS and CBMS

GENERALIZED RICCI FLOW
Mario Garcia-Fernandez &  
Jeffrey Streets
May 2021 256pp
9781470462581 Paperback  
£49.95 / €56.00

University Lecture Series, Vol. 76
The generalized Ricci flow is a 
geometric evolution equation 
which has recently emerged from 
investigations into mathematical 
physics, Hitchin's generalized 
geometry program, and complex 
geometry. This book gives an 
introduction to this new area, 

discusses recent developments, and formulates open questions and 
conjectures for future study curvature, complex, and conformal.

http://eurospanbookstore.com
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GEOMETRIC SET THEORY
Paul B. Larson & Jindrich Zapletal
2020 340pp
9781470454623 Paperback  
£127.00 / €142.00

Mathematical Surveys and 
Monographs, Vol. 248
Introduces a new research direction 
in set theory: the study of models 
of set theory with respect to their 
extensional overlap or disagreement. 
The book considers a broad 
spectrum of objects from analysis, 
algebra, and combinatorics. The 
topic is nearly inexhaustible in its 

variety, and many directions invite further investigation.

GEOMETRY AND 
TOPOLOGY OF  
MANIFOLDS
Surfaces and Beyond
Vicente Muñoz, Ángel González-Prieto 
& Juan Ángel Rojo
2020 481pp
9781470461324 Paperback  
£81.50 / €91.00

Graduate Studies in Mathematics, 
Vol. 208
Presents a novel approach 
to differential topology. The 
book's main focus is to give a 
comprehensive introduction to 

the classification of manifolds, with special attention paid to the case 
of surfaces, for which the book provides a complete classification from 
many points of view: topological, smooth, constant, curvature, complex, 
and conformal. 

THE GREAT PRIME  
NUMBER RACE 
Roger Plymen
Jan 2021 92pp
9781470462574 Paperback  
£53.95 / €60.00

Student Mathematical Library, 
Vol. 92
Have you ever wondered about the 
explicit formulas in analytic number 
theory? This short book provides a 
streamlined and rigorous approach 
to the explicit formulas of Riemann 
and von Mangoldt. The race between 
the prime counting function and the 

logarithmic integral forms a motivating thread through the narrative.

HARMONIC ANALYSIS 
AND APPLICATIONS
Edited by Carlos E. Kenig et al
Jan 2021 345pp
9781470461270 Hardback  
£100.00 / €112.00

IAS/Park City Mathematics Series, 
Vol. 27
Based on lectures presented at 
the summer school on Harmonic 
Analysis, this volume offers fresh, 
concise, and high-level introductions 
to recent developments in the field, 
often with new arguments not 
found elsewhere.

A co-publication of the AMS, IAS/Park City Mathematics Institute, 
and Society for Industrial and Applied Mathematics

THE HISTORY OF 
MATHEMATICS 
A Source-Based Approach, 
Volume 2
June Barrow-Green, Jeremy Gray & 
Robin Wilson
May 2021 724pp
9781470443825 Paperback  
£81.50 / €91.00

AMS/MAA Textbooks, Vol. 61
Offers a comprehensive 
history of the development of 
mathematics. This, the second 
volume of a two-volume set, 
takes the reader from the 

invention of the calculus to the beginning of the twentieth century.

Also Available

THE HISTORY OF MATHEMATICS
A Source-Based Approach, Volume 1  
June Barrow-Green, Jeremy Gray & Robin Wilson
2019 496pp
9781470443528 Hardback £81.50 / €91.00

AMS/MAA Textbooks, Vol. 45
Takes readers from the beginning of counting in prehistory to 1600 
and the threshold of the discovery of calculus. This book is notable 
for the extensive engagement with original - primary and secondary 
- source material.

THE HISTORY OF MATHEMATICS
A Source-Based Approach, Volumes 1 & 2
June Barrow-Green, Jeremy Gray & Robin Wilson
May 2021 1,212pp
9781470464998 Paperback £153.00 / €167.00

MAA Press

MATHEMATICSMATHEMATICS
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HYPERBOLIC KNOT  
THEORY  
Jessica S. Purcell
Jan 2021 369pp
9781470454999 Paperback  
£89.50 / €100.00

Graduate Studies in Mathematics, 
Vol. 209
Provides an introduction to 
hyperbolic geometry in dimension 
three, with motivation and 
applications arising from knot 
theory. The book was written to be 
interactive, with many examples and 
exercises. Some important results 
are left to guided exercises.

ILLUSTRATING  
MATHEMATICS 
Edited by Diana Davis
Jan 2021 171pp
9781470461225 Paperback  
£27.50 / €31.00

A book for anyone who wishes to 
illustrate their mathematical ideas. It 
is organised by material, rather than 
by subject area, and purposefully 
emphasizes the process of creating 

things, including discussions of failures that occurred along the way.

INTEGRABILITY, QUANTIZATION, AND GEOMETRY
Edited by Sergey Novikov et al

I. Integrable Systems
Jun 2021 516pp
9781470455910 Paperback £124.00 / €139.00

Proceedings of Symposia in Pure Mathematics, Vol. 130.1
II. Quantum Theories and Algebraic Geometry
Jun 2021 480pp
9781470455927 Paperback £124.00 / €139.00

Proceedings of Symposia in Pure Mathematics, Vol. 103.2
The Set (Parts I and II)
Jun 2021 983pp
9781470455903 Paperback £227.00 / €253.00

Proceedings of Symposia in Pure Mathematics, Vol. 103
Each volume is a collection of articles written in memory of Boris 
Dubrovin (1950–2019). The authors express their admiration for 
his remarkable personality and for the contributions he made to 
mathematical physics. For many of the authors, Dubrovin was a friend, 
colleague, inspiring mentor, and teacher.

INTRODUCTION TO 
ANALYSIS IN   
ONE VARIABLE
Michael E. Taylor
2020 247pp
9781470456689 Paperback  
£77.95 / €87.00

Pure and Applied Undergraduate 
Texts, Vol. 47
A text for students who are ready 
to explore the logical structure of 
analysis as the backbone of calculus. 
It begins with a development of 
the real numbers, building this 
system from more basic objects, and 

produces basic algebraic and metric properties of the real number line as 
propositions, rather than axioms.

INTRODUCTION TO ANALYSIS IN  
SEVERAL VARIABLES    
Advanced Calculus
Michael E. Taylor
2020 440pp
9781470456696 Paperback £77.95 / €87.00

Pure and Applied Undergraduate Texts, Vol. 46
After a review of topics from one-variable analysis and linear algebra, 
this text treats in succession multivariable differential calculus, including 
systems of differential equations, and multivariable integral calculus. It 
builds on this to develop calculus on surfaces in Euclidean space and also 
on manifolds.

AN INTRODUCTION TO q-ANALYSIS
Warren P. Johnson     
Jan 2021 519pp
9781470456238 Paperback £62.95 / €70.00

Starting from simple generalizations of factorials and binomial 
coefficients, this book gives a friendly and accessible introduction to 
q-analysis, a subject consisting primarily of identities between certain 
kinds of series and products. Many applications of these identities to 
combinatorics and number theory are developed in detail.

INVITATION TO 
NONLINEAR ALGEBRA   
Mateusz Michalek & Bernd Sturmfels
Apr 2021 226pp
9781470453671 Hardback  
£114.00 / €127.00

Graduate Studies in Mathematics, 
Vol. 211
Nonlinear algebra provides modern 
mathematical tools to address 
challenges arising in the sciences 
and engineering. It is useful 
everywhere, where polynomials 
appear: in particular, data and 
computational sciences, statistics, 

physics, optimization. The book offers an invitation to this broad and 
fast-developing area.

MATHEMATICS
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LINEAR ALGEBRA
Michael E. Taylor  
2020 328pp
9781470456702 Paperback  
£77.95 / €87.00

Pure and Applied Undergraduate 
Texts, Vol. 45
Explores linear algebra with 
the view that it is an important 
gateway connecting elementary 
mathematics to more advanced 
subjects, such as advanced calculus, 
systems of differential equations, 
differential geometry, and 
group representations.

LINEAR AND  
QUASILINEAR  
PARABOLIC SYSTEMS
Sobolev Space Theory
David Hoff
Feb 2021 226pp
9781470461614 Paperback  
£127.00 / €142.00

Mathematical Surveys and 
Monographs, Vol. 251
Presents a systematic theory of weak 
solutions in Hilbert-Sobolev spaces 
of initial-boundary value problems 
for parabolic systems of partial 
differential equations with general 

essential and natural boundary conditions and minimal hypotheses 
on coefficients.

MATEMAX
English +    
Spanish Edition
Alicia Dickenstein & Juan Sabia
2020 189pp
9781470455002 Paperback  
£27.50 / €31.00

A bilingual schoolbook of 
mathematical problems written 
with the premise that one of the 
fundamental ways of learning 
mathematics, in addition to being 
one of the goals of the subject, is to 
solve problems. The book is designed 
for children and young teens and 

aims to teach mathematics in an entertaining way.

MATHEMATICS 
VIA PROBLEMS
Part 1: Algebra
Arkadiy Skopenkov
Mar 2021 196pp
9781470448783 Paperback  
£41.50 / €46.00

MSRI Mathematical Circles Library, 
Vol. 25
A translation from Russian of Part 
I of the book Mathematics Through 
Problems: From Olympiads and Math 
Circles to Profession. 

The main goal of this book is 
to develop important parts of 

mathematics through problems. The author tries to put together 
sequences of problems that allow high school students (and some 
undergraduates) with strong interest in mathematics to discover and 
recreate much of elementary mathematics and start edging into the 
sophisticated world of topics such as group theory, Galois theory, and 
so on.

A co-publication of the AMS and the Mathematical Sciences 
Research Institute

NUMBER THEORY
Róbert Freud & Edit Gyarmati     
Jan 2021 552pp
9781470452759 Paperback  
£89.95 / €101.00

Pure and Applied Undergraduate 
Texts, Vol. 48
A newly translated and revised 
edition of the most popular 
introductory textbook on the 
subject in Hungary. The book covers 
the usual topics of introductory 
number theory: divisibility, primes, 
Diophantine equations, and so 
on. It also introduces several more 

advanced topics, including congruences of higher degree and algebraic 
number theory.

ORGANIZED  
COLLAPSE:    
AN INTRODUCTION  
TO DISCRETE 
MORSE THEORY
Dmitry N. Kozlov
Mar 2021 312pp
9781470464554 Paperback  
£81.50 / €91.00

Graduate Studies in Mathematics, 
Vol. 207
Provides a gentle introduction 
into discrete Morse theory. Using a 
combinatorial approach, the author 
emphasizes acyclic matchings as the 

central object of study. The first two parts of the book can be used as a 
stand-alone introduction to homology, the last two parts delve into the 
core of discrete Morse theory.

MATHEMATICSMATHEMATICS
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RATIONAL NUMBERS TO 
LINEAR EQUATIONS
Hung-Hsi Wu
2020 450pp
9781470456757 Paperback  
£46.50 / €51.00

This is the first of three volumes that, 
together, give an exposition of the 
mathematics of grades 9-12 that 
is simultaneously mathematically 
correct and grade-level appropriate. 
The volumes are consistent with 
CCSSM (Common Core State 
Standards for Mathematics) 

and aim at presenting the mathematics of K-12 as a totally 
transparent subject.

The present volume begins with fractions, then rational numbers, 
then introductory geometry that can make sense of the slope of a 
line, then an explanation of the correct use of symbols that makes 
sense of “variables”, and finally a systematic treatment of linear 
equations that explains why the graph of a linear equation in two 
variables is a straight line and why the usual solution method for 
simultaneous linear equations “by substitutions” is correct.

ALGEBRA AND GEOMETRY
Hung-Hsi Wu
2020 504pp
9781470456764 Paperback £46.50 / €51.00

The second of three volumes. The first part of this volume is devoted 
to the study of standard algebra topics. It then introduces the 
concept of formal algebra in the study of polynomials with complex 
coefficients. The last three chapters complete the systematic 
exposition of high school geometry that is consistent with CCSSM.

PRE-CALCULUS, CALCULUS, AND BEYOND
Hung-Hsi Wu
2020 454pp
9781470456771 Paperback £46.50 / €51.00

The last of three volumes, this book distinguishes itself from others 
of the same genre in getting the mathematics right.

RINGS WITH POLYNOMIAL IDENTITIES AND FINITE 
DIMENSIONAL REPRESENTATIONS OF ALGEBRAS
Eli Aljadeff et al
2020 630pp
9781470451745 Paperback £89.95 / €101.00

Colloquium Publications, Vol.  66
A polynomial identity for an algebra (or a ring) A is a polynomial in 
noncommutative variables that vanishes under any evaluation in A. An 
algebra satisfying a nontrivial polynomial identity is called a PI algebra, 
and this is the main object of study in this book, which can be used by 
graduate students and researchers alike.

SUM OF SQUARES
Theory and Applications
Edited by Pablo A. Parrilo & Rekha R. Thomas
2020 142pp
9781470450250 Paperback £107.00 / €120.00

Proceedings of Symposia in Applied Mathematics, Vol. 77
Provides a concise state-of-the-art overview of the theory and 
applications of polynomials that are sums of squares. This is an exciting 
and timely topic, with rich connections to many areas of mathematics, 
including polynomial and semidefinite optimization, real and convex 
algebraic geometry, and theoretical computer science.

THINKING ALGEBRAICALLY
An Introduction to Abstract Algebra   
Thomas Q. Sibley
Apr 2021 592pp
9781470460303 Paperback £77.95 / €87.00

AMS/MAA Textbooks, Vol. 65
Presents the insights of abstract algebra in a welcoming and accessible 
way. The book succeeds in combining the advantages of rings-first 
and groups-first approaches while avoiding the disadvantages. The 
exposition is clear and conversational throughout. The book has 
numerous exercises in each section.

MAA Press 

UNITARY 
REPRESENTATIONS OF 
GROUPS, DUALS, 
AND CHARACTERS
Bachir Bekka & Pierre de la Harpe
Jan 2021 488pp
9781470456276 Paperback  
£127.00 / €142.00

Mathematical Surveys and 
Monographs, Vol. 250
Unitary representations of groups 
play an important role in many 
subjects, including number theory, 
geometry, probability theory, partial 
differential equations, and quantum 

mechanics. This book focuses on dual spaces associated to a group, 
which are spaces of building blocks of general unitary representations.

THE WILLIAM  
LOWELL PUTNAM         
MATHEMATICAL 
COMPETITION 2001-2016
Problems, Solutions, 
and Commentary
Kiran S. Kedlaya et al
Feb 2021 348pp
9781470454272 Paperback  
£59.50 / €66.00

Problem Books, Vol. 37
The William Lowell Putnam 
Mathematics Competition is the 
most prestigious undergraduate 
mathematics problem-solving 

contest in North America, with thousands of students taking part every 
year. This volume presents the contest problems for the years 2001-
2016.

MAA Press

MATHEMATICS
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Arcler Press 

EBOOK AVAILABLE  
FRACTAL ANALYSIS
Edited by Olga Moreira
2020 461pp
9781774076996 Hardback  
£157.00 / €174.00

Presents a collection of 
contemporaneous articles to guide 
the reader through the world of 
fractals – a world of computer-
generated self-similar patterns that 
can capture the intricacy of natural 
structure such as snowflakes, fern 
leaves, and tree branching.

EBOOK AVAILABLE  
GRAPHS
Theory and Algorithms
Edited by Olga Moreira
2020 277pp
9781774077016 Hardback  
£157.00 / €174.00

Presents a collection of articles 
featuring graph-based methods 
and algorithms. The book also 
covers important theoretical aspects 
pertaining to matrix representations 
of graphs such as the Laplacian and 
distance matrices which can be used 
for solving problems such that of the 
Hamiltonian and shortest path.

EBOOK AVAILABLE  
HANDBOOK OF 
MIXTURE ANALYSIS
Edited by Olga Moreira
2020 372pp
9781774077085 Hardback  
£157.00 / €174.00

Presents a collection of peer-
reviewed articles featuring several 
statistical data analysis methods 
based on mixture models and their 
applications in scientific domains 
such as data mining, machine 
learning, physics, mechanical 
engineering, signal processing, 
economics, cosmology, and 
computational medicine.

EBOOK AVAILABLE  
MATHEMATICAL THEORY 
AND APPLICATIONS OF 
ERROR CORRECTING CODES
Edited by Stefano Spezia
2020 527pp
9781774077665 Hardback  
£157.00 / €174.00

Presents the concepts of 
mathematics that continue to reveal 
essentials in making reliable the data 
exchange between systems and their 
parts. In particular, the book treats 
hard and soft-decision decoding, 
cyclic and quasi-cyclic codes, 
Reed-Solomon codes, low density 
parity check codes, and quantum 
error-correcting codes.

EBOOK AVAILABLE  
MULTIVARIABLE  
MATHEMATICS
Edited by Olga Moreira
2020 353pp
9781774077009 Hardback  
£157.00 / €174.00

Presents a collection of 
contemporary articles that combines 
several topics of multivariate 
mathematics, from extensions 
of uni-variate methodologies to 
practical applications in several 
research areas of multivariate 
calculus, statistical analysis, time 
series, polynomial geometry and 
differential topology. 

EBOOK AVAILABLE  
NUMERICAL METHODS FOR 
INVERSE PROBLEMS
Edited by Olga Moreira
2020 381pp
9781774077078 Hardback  
£157.00 / €174.00

Presents contemporary articles 
featuring well-known inverse 
problems used in the inference of 
many physical and engineering 
systems, such as that of the partial 
differential equations, plus statistical 
and imaging inverse problems.

MATHEMATICSMATHEMATICS
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Cognella Academic Publishing

BECOMING A FINITE 
ELEMENT ANALYST
A Design-Model-Verify  
Approach
Rebecca B. Dupaix
2020 480pp
9781516589227 Paperback  
£94.50 / €105.00

Helps students become solid finite 
element analysts through hands-on 
lessons. Rather than focusing on 
theory, the book uses an inverted 
approach. Students are first shown 
how to build finite element models 

of real engineering parts through increasingly complex examples and 
case studies. They are then introduced to the accompanying theory.

PASSAGE TO 
ABSTRACT MATHEMATICS
Second Edition
Mark E. Watkins & Jeffrey L. Meyer
2020 298pp
9781793511966 Paperback  
£100.00 / €111.00

Helps students progress from 
a facility with computational 
procedures to an understanding of 
abstract mathematical concepts. 
Students develop their ability in 
mathematical communication 
through reading proofs, constructing 

proofs, and writing proofs in correct mathematical language.

QUANTITATIVE  
REASONING
A Reasonable Approach
Kenneth Mann
2020 452pp
9781516565863 Paperback  
£104.00 / €116.00

Provides students with reliable 
techniques and practical strategies 
to help them overcome their fears 
of mathematics and testing. The 
text presents critical mathematics 
concepts and approaches to 
problem-solving in an accessible and 
approachable way.

Hindustan Book Agency

ELEMENTS OF 
DYNAMICAL SYSTEMS
Edited by Anima Nagar, Riddhi Shah & 
Shrihari Sridharan
2020 214pp
9789386279835 Hardback  
£51.95 / €58.00

Texts and Readings in 
Mathematics, Vol 79
Provides an understanding of 
the various aspects of dynamical 
systems. Each chapter of the 
book specializes in one aspect of 
dynamical systems, and, thus, begins 
at an elementary level and goes on 
to cover advanced material.

NONLINEAR 
FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS
A First Course, Second Edition
S. Kesavan
Mar 2021 178pp
9789386279859 Paperback  
£39.95 / €45.00

Texts and Readings in 
Mathematics, Vol 28
Provides an introduction to the 
theory of the topological degree and 
to some variational methods used 
in the solution of some nonlinear 
equations formulated in Banach 
or Hilbert spaces. The material 

presented will be particularly useful for students aspiring to work in the 
applications of mathematics, especially in partial differential equations.

A SECOND COURSE 
IN ANALYSIS
M. Ram Murty
Mar 2021 350pp
9789386279842 Paperback  
£63.50 / €70.00

Institute of Mathematical Sciences 
Lecture Notes, Vol. 4
Presents material suitable for a two 
semester graduate course in analysis. 
Based on courses given by the author 
since 2007, it is targeted towards 
graduate students preparing for a 
research career in mathematics.

MATHEMATICS
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IGI Global

ADVANCEMENTS IN FUZZY 
RELIABILITY THEORY
Edited by Akshay Kumar, Mangey Ram 
& Om Prakash Yadav
Mar 2021 322pp
9781799875659 Paperback  
£160.00 / €180.00
9781799875642 Hardback  
£213.00 / €238.00 

Introduces the concept of reliability 
fuzzy set theory, including 
various methods, techniques, and 
algorithms. The chapters present 
the latest findings and research in 
fuzzy reliability theory applications in 
engineering areas.

NORMAL PARTITIONS AND HIERARCHICAL FILLINGS 
OF N-DIMENSIONAL SPACES
Gennadiy Vladimirovich Zhizhin
Jan 2021 340pp
9781799867692 Paperback £130.00 / €146.00
9781799867685 Hardback £169.00 / €189.00

Considers the construction of spaces of various dimensions from two 
to any finite dimension n, taking into account the indicated conditions, 
including zooming in on shapes, properties of geometric figures of 
higher dimensions, which have no analogue in three-dimensional space.

IK International Pvt. Ltd

DISCRETE  
MATHEMATICS  
Dipak Chatterjee
Mar 2021 608pp
9789386768919 Paperback  
£61.50 / €67.00

Provides an excellent exposition 
of the essentials of discrete 
mathematics. Topics include 
propositional calculus, number 
theory, permutations and 
combinations, probability theory 
and graph theory. Groups, rings, 
fields and integral domains are 
also discussed.

NUMERICAL  
PROBLEMS IN   
GEOLOGY
Gate & Jam
Mrinal Shreshtha
2020 268pp
9789386768902 Paperback  
£32.50 / €36.00

A textbook dedicated to numerical 
problems in geology. This book 
is written with an exam-oriented 
approach. The application of various 
geological concepts are illustrated 
through numerous solved problems 
with step-by-step explanations.

Information Age Publishing

THE INSPIRATIONAL 
UNTOLD STORIES OF 
SECONDARY 
MATHEMATICS TEACHERS
Edited by Alice F. Artzt &  
Frances R. Curcio
2020 116pp
9781648022012 Paperback  
£46.50 / €51.00
9781648022029 Hardback  
£86.50 / €95.00

The journeys of exemplary in-service 
teachers are not linear; there are 
many bends, potholes, and detours 
through which they have navigated. 
The "road conditions" of teaching 

are fodder for the 12 untold stories collected in this volume. These 
inspiring narratives will shed light on the developmental processes of 
mathematics teachers.

Free eBook offer
with all print purchases of IGI titles.  
Email igi-global@eurospan.co.uk to order.

MATHEMATICSMATHEMATICS

If you are a teaching academic or course leader you may 
request up to three titles as FREE inspection copies to consider 
as textbooks for students on your course. For further details 
please visit:
eurospan.co.uk/inspection
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International Press of Boston, Inc

NOTICES OF THE 
INTERNATIONAL 
CONGRESS OF CHINESE 
MATHEMATICIANS,  
VOL. 8, NO. 1 (JULY 2020)
Edited by Shiu-Yuen Cheng et al
Mar 2021 104pp
9781571463951 Paperback  
£39.50 / €45.00

Presents research papers on various 
topics by prominent experts from 
around the world, interesting 
and timely articles on current 
applications and trends, biographical 

and historical essays, profiles of important institutions of research and 
learning, and more.

PROCEEDINGS OF THE GÖKOVA GEOMETRY-
TOPOLOGY CONFERENCES, 2018/2019
Edited by Selman Akbulut, Denis Auroux & Turgut Onder
Mar 2021 230pp
9781571463968 Paperback £54.50 / €62.00

Gökova Geometry-Topology Conferences series
Presents lively and engaging articles from the lecturers and the 
participants of the 25th and 26th Gökova Geometry-Topology 
Conferences, held in May/June of 2018 and May/June of 2019.

PROCEEDINGS OF THE INTERNATIONAL CONSORTIUM 
OF CHINESE MATHEMATICIANS, 2017
First Annual Meeting
Edited by Lizhen Ji et al
Feb 2021 654pp
9781571463920 Hardback £31.50 / €36.00

The first meeting of the International Consortium of Chinese 
Mathematicians was held in December 2017, with 150 mathematicians 
presenting their outstanding works in various branches of mathematics. 
This volume presents 30 expository papers by speakers at the meeting, 
based upon their lectures given there.

PROCEEDINGS OF THE 
INTERNATIONAL 
CONSORTIUM OF CHINESE 
MATHEMATICIANS, 2018
Second Annual Meeting
Edited by Lizhen Ji et al
Feb 2021 748pp
9781571463937 Hardback  
£31.50 / €36.00

The second meeting of the 
International Consortium of 
Chinese Mathematicians was held 
in December 2018. This volume 
consists of 37 expository papers 
by the speakers and awardees of 
that event.

Mercury Learning and Information

MULTIVARIABLE AND 
VECTOR CALCULUS FOR 
ENGINEERS 
AND SCIENTISTS
Sarhan M. Musa
Oct 2021 400pp
9781683922391 Paperback  
£62.95 / €71.00

Designed for undergraduates in 
mathematics, engineering, the 
physical sciences and for practicing 
engineers, this book focuses on 
practical applications of engineering 
and science used in industry. It first 

presents the theoretical concepts followed by practical applications of 
vector calculus, differentiation, and integration.

Michigan State University Press

REAL ANALYSIS EXCHANGE 45, NO. 2
Edited by Paul D. Humke
2020 220pp
9781684301225 Paperback £34.95 / €40.00

REAL ANALYSIS 
EXCHANGE 44, NO. 2
Edited by Paul D. Humke
2020 220pp
9781684301003 Paperback  
£34.95 / €40.00

This biannual, refereed 
mathematics journal covers 
real analysis and related 
subjects such as geometric 
measure theory, analytic set 
theory, one-dimensional 
dynamics, the topology of real 
functions, and the real variable 
aspects of Fourier analysis and 
complex analysis.

MSU Press Journals
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River Publishers

AN INTRODUCTION TO 
TENSOR ANALYSIS
Bipin Singh Koranga &  
Sanjay Kumar Padaliya
Jan 2021 160pp
9788770225816 Hardback  
£64.95 / €70.00

Mathematical and Engineering 
Sciences
The primary purpose of this book 
is the study of the invariance form 
of equation relative to the totally 
of the rectangular co-ordinate 
system in the three-dimensional 
Euclidean space.

Rutgers University Press

PERFORMING MATH
A History of Communication 
and Anxiety in the American 
Mathematics Classroom
Andrew Fiss
2020 216pp
9781978820203 Paperback  
£27.50 / €31.00
9781978820210 Hardback  
£94.50 / €107.00

With unusual primary sources from 
over a dozen educational archives, 
Performing Math argues for a new, 
performance-oriented history of 
American maths education, one 
that can explain contemporary 

math attitudes and provide a way forward to reframing the problem of 
math anxiety.

SIAM - Society for Industrial and Applied Mathematics

THE CLASSICAL MOMENT 
PROBLEM AND SOME 
RELATED QUESTIONS 
IN ANALYSIS
N.I. Akhiezer
Jan 2021 253pp
9781611976380 Paperback  
£63.95 / €71.00

Classics in Applied Mathematics, 
Vol. 82
Presents a unified treatment of 
the development of the classical 
moment problem from the late 19th 
century to the middle of the 20th 
century; important connections 

between the moment problem and branches of analysis; and a unified 
exposition of important classical results, which are difficult to read in the 
original journals.

DATA CLUSTERING
Theory, Algorithms, and 
Applications, Second Edition
Guojun Gan, Chaoqun Ma &  
Jianhong Wu
2020 406pp
9781611976328 Paperback  
£87.50 / €97.00

Mathematics in Industry, Vol. 05
Data clustering is an unsupervised 
process that divides a set of objects 
into homogeneous groups. Since 
the publication of the first edition of 
this book, development in the area 
has exploded, especially in clustering 
algorithms for big data and open-

source software for cluster analysis. This second edition reflects these 
new developments.

AN INTRODUCTION  
TO THE NUMERICAL      
SIMULATION OF 
STOCHASTIC 
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
Desmond J. Higham & Peter E. Kloeden
Mar 2021 289pp
9781611976427 Hardback  
£73.50 / €81.00

Provides a lively and accessible 
introduction to the numerical 
solution of stochastic differential 
equations with the aim of making 
this subject available to the widest 
possible readership. The book 

presents an outline of the underlying convergence and stability theory 
while avoiding technical details.

LOCATION  
ESTIMATION FROM       
THE GROUND UP
Sivan Toledo
2020 200pp
9781611976281 Paperback  
£62.50 / €69.00

Fundamentals of Algorithms,  
Vol. 17
The location of an object can 
often be determined from indirect 
measurements using a process 
called estimation. This book explains 
the mathematical formulation of 
location-estimation problems and 
the statistical properties of these 
mathematical models.

MATHEMATICSMATHEMATICS
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MATHEMATICS OF  
DATA SCIENCE     
A Computational Approach to 
Clustering and Classification
Daniela Calvetti & Erkki Somersalo
Feb 2021 189pp
9781611976366 Paperback  
£59.50 / €66.00

Data Science, Vol. 1
Provides a solid mathematical basis 
for understanding popular data 
science algorithms for clustering 
and classification and shows 
that an in-depth understanding 
of the mathematics powering 
these algorithms gives insight 

into the underlying data. It presents a step-by-step derivation of 
these algorithms.

MINING IMPERFECT DATA
With Examples in R and 
Python, Second Edition
Ronald K. Pearson
2020 481pp
9781611976267 Paperback  
£87.50 / €97.00

Mathematics in Industry, Vol. 04
Focuses on the identification and 
treatment of data anomalies, 
including examples that highlight 
different types of anomalies, their 
potential consequences if left 
undetected and untreated, and 
options for dealing with them.

NONNEGATIVE 
MATRIX FACTORIZATION
Nicolas Gillis
Jan 2021 350pp
9781611976403 Paperback  
£79.95 / €89.00

Data Science, Vol. 2
Nonnegative matrix factorization 
(NMF) in its modern form has 
become a standard tool in the 
analysis of high-dimensional 
data sets. This book provides a 
comprehensive and up-to-date 
account of the most important 
aspects of the NMF problem and 
is the first to detail its theoretical 

aspects, including geometric interpretation, nonnegative rank, 
complexity, and uniqueness. 

NUMERICAL 
HOMOGENIZATION BY 
LOCALIZED ORTHOGONAL  
DECOMPOSITION
Axel Målqvist & Daniel Peterseim
2020 108pp
9781611976441 Paperback  
£39.95 / €45.00

SIAM Spotlights, Vol. 05
Presents the first survey of 
the Localized Orthogonal 
Decomposition (LOD) method, 
a pioneering approach for the 
numerical homogenization of 
partial differential equations with 
multiscale data beyond periodicity 
and scale separation.

NUMERICAL LINEAR 
ALGEBRA WITH JULIA     
Eric Darve & Mary Wootters 
Aug 2021 277pp
9781611976540 Paperback  
£82.50 / €91.00

Provides in-depth coverage of 
fundamental topics in numerical 
linear algebra, including how 
to solve dense and sparse linear 
systems, compute QR factorizations, 
compute the eigendecomposition 
of a matrix, and solve linear systems 
using iterative methods such as 
conjugate gradient. Julia computer 
code is provided along with 

implementations in Julia that illustrate concepts and allow readers to 
explore methods on their own.

OBSERVABILITY
A New Theory Based on the 
Group of Invariance
Agostino Martinelli
2020 262pp
9781611976243 Paperback  
£77.95 / €86.00

Advances in Design and Control, 
Vol. 37
Explores nonlinear observability. 
The book provides a modern theory 
of observability based on a new 
paradigm borrowed from theoretical 
physics and the mathematical 
foundation of that paradigm. In the 
case of observability, this framework 

takes into account the group of invariance that is inherent to the 
concept of observability.

MATHEMATICS
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PETSC FOR PARTIAL 
DIFFERENTIAL       
EQUATIONS
Numerical Solutions in C 
and Python
Ed Bueler
Jan 2021 391pp
9781611976304 Paperback  
£87.50 / €97.00

Software, Environments, and Tools, 
Vol. 31
The Portable, Extensible Toolkit for 
Scientific Computation (PETSc) is an 
open-source library of advanced data 
structures and methods for solving 

linear and nonlinear equations and for managing discretizations. This 
book uses these modern numerical tools to demonstrate how to solve 
nonlinear partial differential equations in parallel.

PRACTICAL METHODS FOR 
OPTIMAL CONTROL USING 
NONLINEAR  
PROGRAMMING
Third Edition
John T. Betts
2020 765pp
9781611976182 Hardback  
£96.50 / €107.00

Advances in Design and Control, 
Vol. 36
How do you fly an airplane from one 
point to another as fast as possible? 
What is the best way to administer 
a vaccine to fight the harmful 

effects of disease? What is the most efficient way to produce a chemical 
substance? This book presents practical methods for solving real optimal 
control problems such as these.

RIEMANN PROBLEMS AND JUPYTER SOLUTIONS
David I. Ketcheson, Randall J. LeVeque & Mauricio J. del Razo 
2020 178pp
9781611976205 Paperback £54.95 / €61.00

Fundamentals of Algorithms, Vol. 16
Covers the fundamental ideas related to classical Riemann solutions, 
including their special structure and the types of waves that arise, as well 
as the ideas behind fast approximate solvers for the Riemann problem. 
The emphasis is on the general ideas, but each chapter delves into a 
particular application.

A SOFTWARE REPOSITORY 
FOR GAUSSIAN 
QUADRATURES AND 
CHRISTOFFEL FUNCTIONS
Walter Gautschi
2020 134pp
9781611976342 Paperback  
£54.95 / €61.00

Software, Environments & Tools, 
Vol. 32
Focuses on Gaussian quadrature and 
the related Christoffel function. The 
book makes Gauss quadrature rules 
of any order easily accessible for a 
large variety of weight functions 

and for arbitrary precision. It also documents and illustrates known 
as well as original approximations for Gauss quadrature weights and 
Christoffel functions.

SPARSE SOLUTIONS OF UNDERDETERMINED  
LINEAR SYSTEMS    
Ming-Jun Lai & Yang Wang
Jun 2021 437pp
9781611976502 Paperback £82.50 / €91.00

Presents a special solution of underdetermined linear systems where 
the number of nonzero entries in the solution is very small compared 
to the total number of entries. This is called sparse solution. As 
underdetermined linear systems can be very different, the authors 
explain how to compute a sparse solution by many approaches.

XYZ Press

MATHEMATICAL  
REFLECTIONS
Two Beautiful Years  
(2018-2019)
Edited by Titu Andreescu &  
Maxim Ignatiuc
Mar 2021 551pp
9780999342893 Hardback  
£56.50 / €62.00

A compilation and revision of the 
2018 and 2019 volumes from the 
online journal of the same name. 
The book is aimed at high school 
students, participants in math 
competitions, undergraduates, 
and anyone who has a fire for 

mathematics. This is a great resource for students training for advanced 
mathematics competitions.

NEW, NEWER, AND 
NEWEST INEQUALITIES
Titu Andreescu & Marius Stanean
Mar 2021 335pp
9781735831503 Hardback  
£56.50 / €62.00

A sequel to the 116 Algebraic 
Inequalities from the AwesomeMath 
Year-round Program and 118 
Inequalities for Mathematics 
Competitions. The book delves 
into other elementary techniques 
but also powerful methods and 
generalizations for constrained 
optimization in the theory 
of inequalities.

PHYSICSMATHEMATICS
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GRAVITATIONAL WAVES
An Overview
David M. Feldbaum
2020 173pp
9781681737157 Paperback £59.95 / €67.00
9781681737171 Hardback £78.95 / €87.00

Synthesis Lectures on Wave Phenomena in the Physical Sciences
Gravitational wave (GW) research is one of the most rapidly developing subfields in experimental physics 
today. This book delves into the exploration of the basics of the theory of GW, their generation, propagation, 
and detection by various methods. It does not delve into the depths of Einstein's General Relativity, but instead 
discusses successively closer approximations to the full theory. As a result, the book should be accessible to an 
ambitious undergraduate student majoring in physics or engineering.

INTRODUCING PHOTONICS
Brian Culshaw
Jan 2021 160pp
9781316609415 Paperback £23.50 / €26.00

Press Monographs, Vol. 325
The essential guide for anyone wanting a quick introduction to the fundamental ideas underlying photonics. 
The author uses his forty years of experience in photonics research and teaching to provide intuitive 
explanations of key concepts, and demonstrates how these relate to the operation of photonic devices and 
systems. Readers will gain insight into the nature of light and the ways in which it interacts with materials 
and structures, and learn how these basic ideas are applied in areas such as optical systems, 3D imaging and 
astronomy. Carefully designed worked examples and end-of-chapter problems enable students to check their 
understanding, with full solutions available online.

PHYSICS 

Morgan & Claypool Publishers SPIE Press

PHYSICS
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Arcler Press

EBOOK AVAILABLE  
GENERAL PHYSICS
Nelson Bolivar
2020 277pp
9781774076194 Hardback £157.00 / €174.00

Offers a thorough understanding of basic physical laws and concepts. 
The book covers the most important fundamental aspects of classical as 
well as quantum physics. A vast variety of topics are discussed, including 
Newton's laws of motion, mechanics, statistical mechanics, waves, 
and thermodynamics.

EBOOK AVAILABLE  
NEUTRINO PHYSICS
From Discovery to 
Cosmic Neutrinos
Edited by Stefano Spezia
2020 277pp
9781774077672 Hardback  
£157.00 / €174.00

Reviews the recent advances in 
neutrino physics over the last two 
decades, ranging from the first 
experiments on nuclear beta-decay 
to the newest terrestrial experiments 
and cosmological measurements. In 
particular, the book provides a summary 
of the properties of neutrinos in and 
beyond the Standard Model.

EBOOK AVAILABLE  
RELATIVITY AND QUANTUM RELATIVISTIC THEORIES
Ivan Stanimirovic & Olivera M. Stanimirovi
2020 277pp
9781774076873 Hardback £157.00 / €174.00

Explains two pillars quantum mechanics: particle exchange energy at 
integer multiples of a minimum possible, denominating, quantum 
(quantum) of energy; the position of the particles are defined by a 
function that describes the probability that the particle is in that position 
at that moment.

CBS Publishers & Distributors Pvt Ltd, India

COMPUTATIONAL FLUID 
DYNAMICS 
Laboratory Manual
M. Veeramanikandan & D. Sathish
Mar 2021 48pp
9789390046065 Paperback  
£7.50 / €8.00

An important tool to investigate 
fluid flow problems in industry and 
academia. The primary focus of this 
manual is to gain a solid foundation 
of numerical methods for different 
fluid problems, such as convection-
diffusion.

Cognella Academic Publishing

ESSENTIAL COLLEGE 
PHYSICS VOLUME II
Second Edition
Andrew Rex & Richard Wolfson
2020 334pp
9781516548354 Paperback  
£105.00 / €117.00

Introduces students to critical 
concepts in physics in an 
approachable and innovative way. 
Throughout the text, students enjoy 
clear and concise explanations, 
relevant real-world examples, and 
problems that help them master 
physics fundamentals.

HANDBOOK FOR 
UNDERGRADUATE 
GENERAL PHYSICS
Andrew Carmichael
2020 76pp
9781793529336 Paperback  
£29.95 / €33.00

Provides students with a valuable 
reference for college-level physics 
courses. Filling a gap in the current 
market and providing students with 
vital reference material, Handbook for 
Undergraduate General Physics is ideal 
for foundational courses in physics.

IK International Pvt. Ltd

QUANTUM  
MECHANICS  
Concepts and Applications
Ajay Kumar Saxena
2020 1,024pp
9789386768896 Paperback  
£106.00 / €118.00

Presents the basic concepts of 
quantum mechanics for students. 
Starting from the preliminary ideas 
related to quantum mechanics, a 
systematic and logical approach is 
used in the subsequent chapters, 
together with the inclusion of 
modern concepts such as field 
quantization, Schrödinger's 
cat problem, qubits and 
quantum computing.
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Morgan & Claypool Publishers

THE ART OF TEACHING 
PHYSICS WITH ANCIENT 
CHINESE SCIENCE & 
TECHNOLOGY
Matt Marone
2020 157pp
9781681739045 Paperback  
£64.95 / €72.00
9781681739069 Hardback  
£83.50 / €92.00

Synthesis Lectures on Signal 
Processing
Examines scientific method and 

techniques of experimental analysis through the eyes and discoveries of 
ancient Chinese ‘polymaths' long before the European concept of the 
scientific method was even considered. No other book so deftly makes 
the connections from ancient China to Ben Franklin to Michael Faraday 
while teaching physics at the same time.

ATOMICALLY PRECISE 
METAL NANOCLUSTERS
Zhikun Wu & Rongchao Jin
2020 139pp
9781636390246 Paperback  
£41.95 / €46.00
9781636390260 Hardback  
£59.95 / €67.00

Synthesis Lectures on Materials 
and Optics
Atomically precise metal 
nanocluster research has emerged 
as a new frontier. This book 

serves as an introduction to metal nanoclusters protected by ligands. 
The authors summarise the synthesis principles and methods, the 
characterization methods and new physicochemical properties, and 
some potential applications.

CROWD DYNAMICS BY 
KINETIC 
THEORY MODELING
Complexity, Modeling, 
Simulations, and Safety
Bouchra Aylaj et al
2020 98pp
9781681739939 Paperback  
£37.50 / €41.00
9781681739953 Hardback  
£56.50 / €62.00

Synthesis Lectures on Mathematics 
and Statistics

The contents of this brief Lecture Note are devoted to modeling, 
simulations, and applications with the aim of proposing a unified 
multiscale approach accounting for the physics and the psychology of 
people in crowds.

FLUID MECHANICS  
EXPERIMENTS
Robabeh Jazaei
2020 101pp
9781681739267 Paperback  
£37.50 / €41.00
9781681739281 Hardback  
£56.50 / €62.00

Synthesis Lectures on Artificial 
Intelligence and Machine Learning
Fluid mechanics is one of the most 
challenging undergraduate courses 
for engineering students. The fluid 

mechanics lab facilitates students' learning in a hands-on environment. 
The primary objective of this book is to provide a graphical lab manual 
for the fluid mechanics laboratory.

INTRODUCTION TO OPTICS I
Interaction of Light 
with Matter
Ksenia Dolgaleva
2020 111pp
9781681739816 Paperback  
£37.50 / €41.00
9781681739830 Hardback  
£56.50 / €62.00

Synthesis Lectures on Materials 
and Optics
The first book in a series of four 
covering the introduction to optics 

and optical components. The goal is to provide clarity for the reader by 
addressing common difficulties encountered while trying to understand 
various optics concepts.

SIMULATING 
INFORMATION RETRIEVAL 
TEST COLLECTIONS
David Hawking et al
2020 184pp
9781681739571 Paperback  
£74.50 / €82.00
9781681739595 Hardback  
£92.95 / €103.00

Synthesis Lectures on Information 
Concepts, Retrieval, and Services
Presents three different simple types 
of text generator which work at a 

micro level: Markov models, neural net models, and substitution ciphers. 
The book also describes macro level methods where we can engineer 
macro properties of a corpus, giving a range of models for each of the 
salient properties.

http://eurospanbookstore.com
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FLUID MECHANICS
Problem Solving   
Using MATLAB
Komaragiri Srinivasa Raju &  
Dasika Nagesh Kumar
Feb 2021 320pp
9789389347623 Paperback  
£33.50 / €38.00

Fluid Mechanics has transformed 
from fundamental subject to 
application-oriented subject. 
Due to increase in computational 
facilities and availability of MATLAB 
and equivalent software tools, the 

subject is also transforming into computational perspective. This book is 
an effort to tackle the subject in the MATLAB environment.

GAS DYNAMICS
Seventh Edition 
Ethirajan Rathakrishnan
Feb 2021 620pp
9789389347739 Paperback  
£43.50 / €49.00

This revised and updated seventh 
edition provides the most accessible 
and readable approach to the 
study of all the vital topics and 
issues associated with gas dynamic 
processes. At every stage, the 
physics governing the process, its 
applications and limitations are 
discussed in detail.

PRINCIPLES OF  
NON-RELATIVISTIC   
AND RELATIVISTIC 
QUANTUM MECHANICS
Second Edition
K.D. Krori
Mar 2021 372pp
9789389347647 Paperback 
£28.95 / €33.00

Intended for undergraduate and 
postgraduate students of physics 
and chemistry, this textbook covers 
the entire spectrum of both non-
relativistic quantum mechanics and 

relativistic quantum mechanics in a simple style to be truly beneficial to 
all levels of students.

Society of Exploration Geophysicists (SEG)

ANISOTROPY AND  
MICROSEISMICS
Theory and Practice
Vladimir Grechka
2020 492pp
9781560803744 Hardback  
£138.00 / €153.00

Geophysical References
Takes readers on a path of discovery 
of rarely examined wave phenomena 
and their possible usage. Chapters 
begin by formulating a question, 
followed by explanations of what 
is exciting about it, where the 

mystery might lie, and what could be the potential value of answering 
the question.

BLIZZARDS AND 
BROKEN GROUSERS
A Year of Antarctic Glaciology
Les R. Denham
2020 348pp
9781560803775 Paperback  
£41.95 / €46.00

Geophysical Monograph
A rare personal account of a scientific 
journey, this memoir details one 
year of field operations in 1970-71, 
acquiring ice thickness data with 
radar, gravity measurements, and 
magnetometer measurements 
in Antarctica. The book provides 

an account of the author's Antarctic experience in a time before GPS, 
satellite communications, and the internet.

If you are a teaching academic or course leader you may 
request up to three titles as FREE inspection copies to consider 
as textbooks for students on your course. For further details 
please visit:
eurospan.co.uk/inspection

PHYSICSPHYSICS
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SPIE Press PHOTONICS RULES OF THUMB
Third Edition
John Lester Miller et al
2020 740pp
9781510631755 Paperback £84.95 / €94.00

Press Monographs, Vol. 314
Updated and expanded, this third edition represents an evolving, idiosyncratic, and eclectic toolbox intended 
to allow any engineer, scientist, manager, marketeer, or technician (regardless of specialty) to make rapid and 
accurate guesses at solutions in a wide range of topics during system design, modelling, or fabrication.

RAINBOWS, HALOS, AND GLORIES
Robert Greenler
2020 238pp, over 200 illustrations
9781510638372 Paperback £34.95 / €39.00

Press Monographs, Vol. 321
Over two hundred illustrations, many in colour, capture the beautiful 
optical effects that we see in the sky. The author describes and explains 
these effects in non-technical language. In addition to discussing such 
well-known phenomena as rainbows and halos, he treats the rarer ones, 
including sun pillars, sun dogs, glories, and mirages.

TAMING ATOMS
The Renaissance of Atomic Physics
Vasillis E. Lembessis
2020 192pp
9781510635197 Paperback £84.95 / €61.00

Press Monographs, Vol. 317
This is the first book to popularize the field of cold atomic physics and helps a broad audience fully appreciate 
the mentioned advancements. It provides the basic prerequisite knowledge of the field, as well as its historical 
and scientific roots, and its most important applications. Its extensive glossary will help to acquaint readers 
with the terminology of the field.

INTRODUCTION TO OPTICS
Lectures in Optics, Volume 1
George Asimellis
Jan 2021 292pp
9781510619432 Paperback £79.95 / €88.00

This first volume of the series Lectures in Optics introduces the 
simplest optical phenomena and the simplest optical instruments. 
Among these phenomena, rectilinear propagation, reflection, and 
refraction dominate the optical effects in nature and are essential 
to understanding the function of simple optical devices.

GEOMETRICAL OPTICS
Lectures in Optics, Volume 2
George Asimellis
Jan 2021 476pp
9781510619456 Paperback £89.95 / €100.00

This second volume of the series Lectures in Optics develops a thorough presentation of geometrical optics 
effects. Comprehensive practice examples, exercises, and quizzes throughout the chapters reinforce an 
understanding of the covered material.

WAVE OPTICS
Lectures in Optics, Volume 3
George Asimellis
Jan 2021  394pp
9781510622630 Paperback £84.95 / €94.00

This third volume of the series Lectures in Optics provides a comprehensive presentation of the wave optics 
effects. Each chapter ends with a simple yet adequate summary of the main points, aiming to reinforce an 
understanding of the covered material. Self-assessment is facilitated by ample practice examples, exercises, 
and quizzes.

PHYSICS
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The University of Alabama Press

LIFE OUT OF BALANCE
Homeostasis and Adaptation in a Darwinian World
Joel B. Hagen
Apr 2021 360pp
9780817320898 Hardback £47.50 / €54.00

NEXUS
Traces historical developments in physiology, ecology, behaviour, 
and evolutionary biology during the decades following World War II. 
Life Out of Balance focuses on a period in history when new ideas of 
self-regulation, adaptation, and fitness became central to a variety of 
biological disciplines.

Baylor University Press

SCIENCE AND THE QUEST FOR MEANING
Alfred I. Tauber
2020 267pp
9781481313841 Paperback £23.95 / €27.00

In this deeply thoughtful exploration, Alfred Tauber, a practicing scientist 
and highly regarded philosopher, eloquently traces the history of the 
philosophy of science, seeking in the end to place science within the 
humanistic context from which it originated.

Rutgers University Press

UNLEADED
How Changing Our Gasoline Changed Everything
Carrie Nielsen
Sep 2021 188pp
9781978821002 Paperback £21.50 / €24.00
9781978821019 Hardback £54.95 / €62.00

Tells the story of how crusading scientists and activists convinced the 
US government to ban lead additives in gasoline. The book also reveals 
how, for nearly 50 years, scientific experts paid by the oil and mining 
industries abused their authority to convince the public that leaded 
gasoline was perfectly harmless.

REGINALD SUTCLIFFE AND THE INVENTION OF 
MODERN WEATHER SYSTEMS SCIENCE
Jonathan E. Martin
Mar 2021 502pp
9781612496368 Paperback £31.50 / €36.00
9781612496528 Hardback £78.50 / €89.00

Despite being perhaps the foremost British meteorologist of the 
twentieth century, Reginald Sutcliffe has been underappreciated. His 
impact continues to this day every time you check the weather forecast. 
This book details Sutcliffe's life and ideas, and illuminates the impact of 
the larger forces that propelled him on his consequential trajectory.

A HISTORY OF MODERN CHEMISTRY
Noboru Hirota
Jun 2021 808pp
9781920901806 Paperback £39.50 / €45.00

Offers a major historical analysis of how the field of chemistry has 
evolved over centuries. Spanning more than eight hundred pages, 
the book presents an exhaustive study of the field, showing how 
ground-breaking discoveries were made and innovative theories were 
constructed, with personal portrayals and interesting anecdotes.
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SCIENTIFIC WRITING = THINKING IN WORDS
Second Edition
David Lindsay
2020 180pp
9781486311477 Paperback £21.95 / €26.00

Telling people about research is just as important as doing it. But many competent researchers are wary of 
scientific writing, despite its importance for sharpening scientific thinking, advancing their career, obtaining 
funding for their work and growing the prestige of their institution.

This second edition of David Lindsay’s popular book Scientific Writing = Thinking in Words presents a way of 
thinking about writing that builds on the way good scientists think about research. The simple principles in 
this book will help you to clarify the objectives of your work and present your results with impact. Fully updated 
throughout, this book makes communicating research easier and encourages researchers to write confidently.

DOCTOR WHO AND SCIENCE
Essays on Ideas, Identities and Ideologies in the Series
Edited by Marcus K. Harmes & Lindy A. Orthia
Mar 2021 195pp
9781476681122 Paperback £39.95 / €44.00

Science has always been part of Doctor Who. The first episode featured scenes in a science laboratory and a 
science teacher, and the 2020 season's finale highlighted a scientist's key role in Time Lord history. Hundreds 
of scientific characters, settings, inventions, and ethical dilemmas populated the years in between. Behind the 
scenes, Doctor Who's original remit was to teach children about science.

This is the first book to explore this scientific landscape from a broad spectrum of research fields: from 
astronomy, genetics, linguistics, computing, history, sociology and science communication through gender, 
media and literature studies.

McFarlandCSIRO Publishing

GENERAL & POPULAR SCIENCE

NEW EDITION OF BESTSELLER
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The University of Arizona Press

THE PLUTO SYSTEM AFTER 
NEW HORIZONS
Edited by S. Alan Stern et al
Mar 2021 600pp
9780816540945 Hardback  
£64.95 / €72.00

Space Science Series
Leading researchers from around 
the globe have spent the last five 
years assimilating Pluto system flyby 
data returned from New Horizons. 
The chapters in this volume form an 
enduring foundation for ongoing 
study and understanding of the 

Pluto system. The volume also advances insights into the nature of 
dwarf planets and Kuiper Belt objects.

Business Expert Press

BUILD BETTER BRAINS
A Leader’s Guide to the World 
of Neuroscience
Martina Muttke
2020 178pp
9781952538568 Paperback  
£19.95 / €22.00

Neither a leadership book nor a book 
on neuroscience, this book merges 
the best of the two worlds to serve 
a new type of leader emerging with 
contemporary organisations. It offers 
practical, science-based applications 
for improving the efficiency of 
leadership in today's fast-paced 
VUCA world.

PUZZLES AND PROJECTS
Edited by David Shaw &  
Jasmine Fellows
Apr 2021 64pp
9781486314881 Paperback  
£14.50 / €16.00

Discover amazing things about 
the world around you. Explore 
everything from dinosaurs to 
volcanoes, animals to slime, and 
rockets to rainbows! Developed by 
the expert Double Helix team at 
CSIRO, Puzzles and Projects offers 
hours of entertainment, sparked by 
the wonders of science, technology, 
engineering and maths. Perfect for 
kids aged 7+.

Harvard Education Press

PREPARING SCIENCE 
TEACHERS THROUGH 
PRACTICE-BASED 
TEACHER EDUCATION
Edited by David Stroupe,  
Karen Hammerness & Scott McDonald
2020 328pp
9781682535301 Paperback  
£31.50 / €35.00
9781682535318 Hardback  
£61.50 / €68.00

Advances a vision of teacher 
preparation programmes focused on 
core practices supporting ambitious 
science instruction. This book 
advocates for collaborative learning 

and building a community of teacher educators that can collectively 
share and refine strategies, tools, and practices.

MORE HANDS-ON SCIENCE
50 Amazing Kids' Activities from CSIRO
Edited by David Shaw, Jasmine Fellows & Kath Kovac
2020 152pp
9781486313907 Paperback £21.50 / €24.00

Are you a curious kid? Then let's get hands-on! With clear step-by-
step instructions and engaging illustrations, as well as real-world 
examples of science, technology, engineering and maths, these new 
hands-on activities use easy-to-find, everyday materials to help you 
discover the answers to amazing science!

Also Available

HANDS-ON SCIENCE
50 Kids' Activities from CSIRO
Edited by Sarah Kellett, David Shaw & Kath Kovac
2016 128pp
9781486306145 Paperback £16.50 / €19.00

Did you ever wonder why some insects can walk on water? Or how 
the Ancient Egyptians made mummies? Are you curious about why a 
guitar sounds different from a flute? Gather some everyday materials 
from around your home and find out the answers with these 50 kid-
approved science activities from CSIRO.

The Catholic University of America Press

FACTS ARE STUBBORN THINGS
Thomistic Perspectives in the Philosophies of Nature 
and Science
Edited by Matthew K. Minderd
Mar 2021 390pp
9780997220520 Paperback £39.95 / €44.00

Written from a generally, though not exclusively, Thomist perspective, 
these essays are dedicated to the topics of scientific methodology, 
specific topics in natural philosophy, the question of evolution, the 
relationship between natural philosophy and moral knowledge, and 
topics pertinent to the broader domain of the social sciences.

CSIRO Publishing
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Magination Press

BIG BRAIN BOOK
How It Works and All Its Quirks
Leanne Boucher Gill
Jun 2021 224pp
9781433830457 Hardback £24.95 / €28.00

Readers are welcomed to the Lobe Labs and Dr. Brain activities in 
this brightly illustrated, highly engaging book that uses science to 
answer interesting questions that kids have about the brain and 
human behaviour.

LOBE YOUR BRAIN
What Matters 
About Your 
Grey Matter
Leanne Boucher Gill
Jun 2021 32pp
9781433830464 Hardback 
£17.50 / €19.00

Kids know that their 
brain does a lot, like 
make them move, smile, 
remember, think, feel, 

and emote. But do they know how it really works? Readers will take a 
tour of the lobes of the human brain to discover all the cool things that it 
can do in this must-have introduction for all nonfiction collections.

McFarland

THE SCIENCE OF SCI-FI CINEMA
Essays on the Art and Principles of Ten Films
Edited by Vincent Piturro
Apr 2021 162pp
9781476683300 Paperback £39.95 / €44.00

Originating from an annual Science Fiction Film Series in Denver, 
Colorado, this volume of essays examines ten films, with a focus on 
discerning the possible, the unlikely, and the purely science fictional.

National Science Teaching Association ONCE UPON A PHYSICAL 
SCIENCE BOOK
12 Interdisciplinary 
Lessons to Create 
Confident Readers
Jodi Wheeler-Toppen,  
Karen Kraus & Matthew Hackett
2020 200pp
9781681407418 Paperback 
£26.50 / €29.00

The authors of this book have 
been in your shoes. These 
experienced science teachers 
know what it's like to work 
with students who struggle to 
understand their science texts. 

This book emphasizes the special ability of science teachers to improve 
students' literacy skills.

ARGUMENT-DRIVEN 
INQUIRY IN 
FIFTH-GRADE SCIENCE
Three-Dimensional  
Investigations
Victor Sampson et al
2020 600pp
9781681405230 Paperback  
£51.50 / €56.00

Are you interested in helping 
your primary school students 
learn the practices of science, 
including constructing 
explanations and engaging in 

argument from evidence? Argument-Driven Inquiry in Fifth-Grade 
Science will provide you with both the information and instructional 
materials you need to get started right away.

Also Available

STUDENT WORKBOOK FOR ARGUMENT-DRIVEN 
INQUIRY IN FIFTH-GRADE SCIENCE
Three-Dimensional Investigations
Victor Sampson et al
Jan 2021 264pp
9781681405735 Paperback £21.95 / €23.00

The reproducible student pages in Argument-Driven Inquiry in 
Fifth-Grade Science have been extracted for your convenience and 
re-packaged as a classroom-ready tool for students. Use it to help 
your elementary students learn the practices of science, including 
constructing explanations and engaging in argument from evidence.

http://eurospanbookstore.com
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NewSouth Publishing

THE BEST AUSTRALIAN 
SCIENCE WRITING 2020
10th Anniversary Edition
Edited by Sara Phillips
Feb 2021 320pp
9781742236841 Paperback  
£19.50 / €21.00

Can fish feel pain? Does it matter 
if a dingo is different from a 
dog? Is there life in a glob of 
subterranean snot? Science tackles 
some unexpected questions. 
Now in its tenth year, this much-
loved anthology selects the most 
riveting, entertaining, poignant and 
fascinating science stories and essays 

from Australian writers, poets and scientists.

BEYOND CLIMATE GRIEF
A Journey of Love, Snow, Fire 
and an Enchanted Beer Can
Jonica Newby
Mar 2021 256pp
9781742236834 Paperback  
£17.50 / €19.00

How do we find courage when 
climate change overwhelms us 
emotionally? In this magical, often 
funny and deeply moving true story, 
award-winning science reporter 
Jonica Newby explores how to 
navigate the emotional turmoil of 
climate change.

The University of North Carolina Press

TONY JENZANO, 
ASTRONAUT  
TRAINER
The Man Who Made the 
Stars Shine
Michael G. Neece
2020 32pp
9781469659923 Hardback 
£19.95 / €22.00

When America's first 
astronauts launched into 

outer space, Tony Jenzano helped them learn to navigate by the stars. As 
the leader of a big planetarium in a small town, Tony was the man who 
made the stars shine. Without Tony, NASA's first space travellers would 
have been lost in space.

Morehead Planetarium and Science Center

Morgan & Claypool Publishers

SCIENTIFIC ANALYSIS OF CULTURAL 
HERITAGE OBJECTS
Michael Wiescher & Khachatur Manukyan
2020 246pp
9781681739168 Paperback £83.50 / €92.00
9781681739182 Hardback £101.00 / €113.00 

Synthesis Lectures on Engineering, Science, and Technology
Provides a description of the structure of matter at the molecular, 
atomic, and nuclear levels. The book then discusses the chemical and 
physical nature of materials from the molecular to the atomic and 
nuclear level as determined by the principles of quantum mechanics. 
Important aspects of natural and anthropogenic radioactivity are 
also emphasized.

Teachers College Press

TRANSFORMATIVE 
SCIENCE EDUCATION
Change How Your Students 
Experience the World
Kevin J. Pugh
2020 176pp
9780807764503 Paperback  
£31.95 / €36.00
9780807764510 Hardback  
£96.50 / €106.00

Presents the Teaching for 
Transformative Experiences in 
Science instructional model to help 
teachers craft practices that will 
encourage students to apply science 
concepts beyond defined school 

boundaries. This practical resource includes detailed vignettes, classroom 
examples, and guidance for trying out strategies.

Vanderbilt University Press

A LABORATORY OF 
HER OWN
Women and Science in 
Spanish Culture
Edited by Victoria L. Ketz,  
Dawn Smith-Sherwood &  
Debra Faszer-McMahon
2020 414pp
9780826501288 Paperback  
£31.50 / €36.00
9780826501295 Hardback  
£78.50 / €89.00

Gathers diverse voices to address 
women's interaction with STEM 
fields in the context of Spanish 
cultural production. This volume 

focuses on the many ways the arts and humanities provide avenues for 
deepening the conversation about how women have been involved in, 
excluded from, and represented within the scientific realm.
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